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Abstract: This paper presents a nice characterization of matrix ring, especially on row and column finite 

matrix ring. The characterization is “A ring R satisfies the ascending chain condition on right ideals if and 

only if every element in  RCFM is conjugate to an element in  RRCFM ”. Then I have tried to focus that if 

each element is invertible, the above characterization is exists or not. 
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I.  Introduction 
Here, we have tried to combine the concepts of linear algebra and abstract algebra. In linear algebra, 

any linear transformation can be formulated by matrix and in abstract algebra, if a ring R  is associative with 

identity, then an R-module homomorphism which is related with the free right R-module is also represented by 

matrix.  Let
 RF be the free, right R module on K generators, and consider the elements RF  as column 

vectors with K co-ordinates but with only finitely many of the co-ordinates non-zero. Then

   RCFMFEnd R   where each column has only finitely many non-zero entries and )(RCFM K is called 

the ring of column finite matrices. Let )(RRCFM K is the sub ring of )(RCFM K consisting of matrices 

which are both row and column finite. Recently many authors have studied about )(RRCFM and )(RCFM . 

At first we discus “every element of )(RCFM is conjugate to an element in )(RRCFM , when R is a ring 

with A C C ”. Then try to elucidate another characterization “An invertible matrix in )(RCFM that conjugates 

the matrix into )(RRCFM when the ring R  has ACC on right ideals”. After that we show that “ )(RRCFM  

is clean if and only if )(RCFM  is clean when R  is a ring with ACC on right ideals”. 

 

1.1 )(RCFM k  : The ring of column finite matrices )(RCFM k whose entries are indexed by kk , and 

whose columns each contain only finitely many non-zero entries. 

  

1.2 )(RRFM k : The ring of row finite matrices )(RRFM k whose entries are indexed by kk , and whose 

rows each contain only finitely many non-zero entries. 

 

1.3 )(RRCFM k : The intersection of the row finite matrix rings and column finite matrix rings also forms a 

ring, which is denoted by )(RRCFM k . 

 
II.  Conjugation 

In this section we have worked out the first characterization. Let
 
Z

R RF . If  RFEndT  and

B  is a basis of RF , then  RCFMT zB 
 where z is a positive integer and  xSuppB is the support of a 

vector RFx when written in the basis B . To prove the characterizations some important definitions are given 

below: 
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2.1 Conjugation of a matrix: In a commutative ring R two matrices  RMNM n, are called conjugate, 

when there is a matrix S , such that NSSM 1 . In linear algebra, a transformation NSSN 1 is called 

similarity transformation or conjugation of the matrix N . 

 

2.2 Theorem:   If R is a ring, then R satisfies the ACC (ascending chain condition) on right ideals if and 

only if each matrix in )(RCFM and )(RRCFM is conjugacy. 
 

Proof:  By the contradiction method. We try to prove if part. First we let a ring R does not satisfy the 

ascending chain condition on right ideal, Therefore, we have, 

                                                                            1I 2I
 

of R .                 

                                       Now let
1


i

i
i I

I
a ;  Zi . Then we can write,  

                                     
Ra1 RaRa 21  RaRaRa 321  of right ideals. 

Now we combine the concepts of abstract algebra and linear algebra. 

Let  ,, 21 vvc   be a fixed basis for RF .  

Let T  be the transformation defined by 

            ii avvT 1)(  , for each  Zi . 

It is clear that cT is not row finite where cT is the matrix with the ia  along the top row, and zeros elsewhere. 

 In linear algebra, we know that 

                         
    RaRavTim 211 . 

By contradiction, suppose
 

 ,, 21 wwB  is a basis for RF under which BT is a row and column finite 

matrix. 

 We can write 1v as a finite linear combination in the jw , say 

                             



n

j

jj rwv
1

1 ; for some Zn , Rr j  , nj  . 

                         In particular,   RwRvTim j

n

j 1
1


 .  

Since BT is row finite, the elements  nww ,,1   can only appear to   jB wTpsup , for Zj . Suppose, 

  0jwT for nj  (making n large enough). 

There is some  Zm  so that  nwwB ,,1  can be written as linear combinations in the set mvv ,,1  . 

In particular, for nj  we have 

                                         RaRavRvTRvTwT mmj   111 , and hence 

                                           RaRavTim m 11   
  RaRav 211  , which is a 

contradiction.  

Therefore, T cannot be written as a row and column finite matrix.  

 

Now, we prove only if part. LetT be an endomorphism of RF . Given any basis B of RF , we write  jiBT ,, for 

the  ji, entry of BT . Let  ,,, 1,31,21,11 vvvB  be a fixed basis for RF . For each Zk we will construct 

a basis  ,, ,2,1 kkk vvB  satisfying the following five conditions: 

1. The first k vectors of both kB and 1kB agree. 

2. For any Zk , the span of the first n vectors from kB equals the span of the first n vectors of 1kB . 

3. The first 1k rows of both
kBT and

1kBT agree. 
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4. When passing from
kBT to

1kBT , the first k columns do not increase in length. 

5. The first k rows of
1kBT are finite. 

Before we prove the existence of such bases, let us look at some consequences of these conditions. First, let

 ,,, 3,32,21,1 vvvB  be the set of diagonal elements arising from these bases. Then condition (1) implies 

that for any Zk we also have   ,,,,,, 2,21,1,,2,1   kkkkkkkk vvvvvB . So, in some sense, 

nn BB   lim . Second, by condition (2) we see that B is actually a basis for RF . 

Next, assume that the k th column of
kBT has length no longer than kd  . Then condition (4) implies that the k

th column of each of the matrices ,,
1kk BB TT is of length d . We then see that the k th column of each of 

the matrices ,,
21  dd BB TT agree, since by condition (3) the first d rows agree. Also, since the first d vectors of

dB and B agree, we see that this column is also the k th column of
BT . So

BT is the matrix which is the limit 

of the matrices ,,
21 BB TT . Finally, by conditions (3) and (5) we see that the rows of

BT must be finite, and 

hence B is the needed basis. 

Now we prove existence. Working by induction, we may suppose that  ,,, ,3,2,1 kkkk vvvB  has been 

constructed for some 1k . By hypothesis, the first 1k rows of
kBT are finite, so we set 

maxkp {   0,, jiBk
Tj for some  1,1  ki }. In other words kp , is the maximum length of the first

1k  rows.  ( If 1k we set 1kp .) Set  kk pkm ,1max  , and let kJ be the right ideal generated by 

the entries  jkBk
T ,, for 1 kmj . Since R satisfies ascending chain condition on  right ideals, there is some 

integer 1 kk mn such that kJ is generated by  jkBk
T ,, for  kk nmj ,1 . Finally, define

 ,, 1,21,11   kkk vvB . For knl  ,  put klkl vv ,1, : . Put knl  ,  put 


 
k

k

n

mi

likiklkl cvvv
1

,,,1, : for some

Rc li , . In other words, the change of basis matrix is of the form























I

CI

I

U
kk

k

mn

m

k

00

0

00

: ,  where C is 

the matrix formed from the constants lic , and I is the   identity matrix. And we get 


























I

CI

I

U
kk

k

mn

m

k

00

0

00

:
1

1
. Because

kBkB UTUT
kk

1

1




, after these matrix multiplication now prove 

that our five conditions are met. 

Right multiplication by kU corresponds to column operations. So kB UT
k

is the matrix formed by taking
kBT and 

adding lic , times the i th column to the l th column (for  kk nmi ,1 and knl  ). But because kJ is 

generated by the entries along the k th row in these columns, choose the lic , so that the k th row of kB UT
k

becomes 0 after the kn th column. (In other words, we “column reduce” along the k th row, after a specified 

point.) Also notice that the first 1k rows of
kBT are not affected by right multiplication by kU , because we 

chose kk pm  . Therefore, the first k rows of kB UT
k

are finite. Also, because kmk  , the first k rows of

kB UT
k

are unchanged by left multiplication by 
1

kU , and hence condition (5) holds. These facts then imply 

that the first 1k rows of
kBT and

1kBT  agree, yielding condition (3). Conditions (1) and (2) are obvious from 
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the construction. Finally, right multiplication by kU doesn’t change the first k columns, and left multiplication 

by
1

kU corresponds to adding rows upwards (since this matrix is upper-triangular) and so cannot increase 

column length. Hence condition (4) also holds. 

 
III. Invertible 

3.1 Invertible matrix: A nn square matrix A is called invertible if there exists an nn  square matrix B

such that nIBAAB  , where nI  denotes the nn identity matrix. 

 

3.2 Proposition: Let M be a countably generated module over a ring where the ring has ascending chain 

conditions on right ideals. Let 0012
123  MFFF

 is a free resolution of M with 

each nF countably generated. (Such a resolution is possible from our work above.) Then there exists bases nB of

nF , for each n , so that the maps nnn FF  11 : are represented by row and column finite matrices in 

these bases. In other words, each element nBb occurs in the support of only finitely many elements of

 11  nn B . 

Now it is tried to show that the invertibility )(RCFM  of )(RRCFM  and are conjugate. 

Let   RCFMTT r ,,1  , for some Zr . 

 

3.3 Theorem: Let R be a ring having ACC on right ideals. The invertible of a set of elements in )(RCFM  

that conjugates the set into )(RRCFM . 

 

Proof: First we want to inductively construct a sequence of bases for RF so that the diagonal set is a basis with 

the right properties. We have that since there are only countably many elements

  )(,, 21 RCFMFEndTT R  , there are also only countably many rows that we need to column reduce. 

By a diagonalization well-ordering, we order all the rows Bnmr ,, : BnmBnm rr ,,,,  if and only if

nmnm  , or nmnm  and mm  ,where Bnmr ,,  is the mth  row of BnT , , under a basis B

for F . And for well-ordering, it is restated conditions (3) through (5) of [4, Theorem2] to prove the theorem. 

                                        

The conjugating matrices are defined exactly as before, and the constants are chosen so that we column reduce 

the row Bnmr ,,  . The rest of the proof is unchanged.  

 
3.4 Clean ring: A ring is said to be clean if every element in the ring can be written as the sum of a unit and 

an idempotent of the ring. 

 

3.5Theorem: Let R be a ring with ACC on right ideals, then )(RCFM is clean if and only if )(RRCFM is 

clean. 

 

Proof: Let R be a ring with ACC on right ideals. As )(RCFM is clean, for any element )(RCFMx there 

exists )(,, RCFMvue  so that 

                                                eux  , ee 2

        ……………….(1) 

                                             and 1 vuuv .              ………………(2) 

By conjugating these equations by some element  )(RCFMU
 

 
so that the equations (1) and (2) becomes  

                                             
 eux  ,   

ee 2

 

                                        
and 11   uvvu  hold in )(RRCFM .  
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Thus
x is clean, even in )(RRCFM .  

If )(RRCFMx )(RCFM ,  

choose so that xx 
and this would show that )(RRCFM is clean.  

 

Conversely, 

 let R be a ring with ACC on right ideals for which )(RRCFM is clean.  

Given )(RCFMx we can find  )(RCFMU so that )(RRCFMx 
.  

Then we can find  )(RRCFMUu and )(2 RRCFMee  so that eux 
. Then

11 

  eux , 

and hence )(RCFM is clean.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

Theorem (2.2) states that a ring R which satisfies the ACC on right ideals if and only if each matrix in 

column finite matrix over R  that conjugate to a matrix in row and column finite matrix over R . Theorem (3.3) 

establishes that for a ring R  which satisfies the ACC on right ideals, each countable set of elements of 

)(RCFM there exists an invertible matrix in )(RCFM  that conjugates the set into )(RRCFM . Then it 

follows from theorem (3.5) that a ring R with ACC on right ideals, then )(RCFM is clean if and only if

)(RRCFM is clean. 
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